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Abstract 
This lesson is a first approach and provides a foundation upon the learner is to build.  The lesson 

contains a step by step approach to the utilization of the Direct Object Pronouns in the non-
enclitic form. 



INDEX 
 

How to Complete the Homework… 

 

The homework is divided into four segments:  the first three deal with the review of the 

material covered in class.  The last segment contains the homework sentences. 

  
Review Homework 



The Direct Object 
Review 
 

PART ONE 

Identify: 

1. Subject 

2. Verb 

3. Direct Object – if there is one. 

a. If there is no Direct Object state that there is “no direct object.” 

b. Rule of Thumb: Verbs that have as their helping verb “essere” in the Passato Prossimo 

do not have a Direct Object. 

PART TWO 

Complete the analysis of the sentence 

For example: 

1. Tu suoni il clarinetto a scuola. 

a. Tu = Subject = 2nd sing. m / f 

b. Suoni = Verb = 2nd sing. 

c. Il clarinetto = direct object = 3rd sing. masculine  

d. A scuola = complement of place – it answers to the question:  “Where?” 

PART THREE 

Rewrite each sentence using the direct object pronoun: 

For example: 

1. Tu suoni il clarinetto a scuola. 

a. Tu = Subject = 2nd sing. m / f 

b. Suoni = Verb = 2nd sing. 

c. Il clarinetto = direct object = 3rd sing. masculine => esso [ See chart ] 

d. A scuola = complement of place – it answers to the question:  “Where?” 

 

 

  



How do you know if a direct object is first, second or third person? 

For Example:  He sees me after school. 

Here is how… 

You know that there pronouns for the subject: 

  Subject Pronouns 

Singular    

 1 I Io 

 2 You Tu 

 3 He – She - It Lui - Lei 

Plural    

 1 We Noi 

 2 You Voi 

 3 They Loro 

 

There are also Direct Object Pronouns: 

  Direct Object Pronouns  

Singular   Non - Enclitic Enclitic 

 1 Me Me Mi 

 2 You Te Ti 

 3 Him – Her - It Lui - Lei Lo - La 

Plural     

 1 Us Noi Ci 

 2 You all Voi Vi 

 3 Them Loro Li - Le 

 

For Example:  He sees me after school. 

What person is the “me?” => Me = 1st singular [ m / f = ? ] 

For Example:  They are watching us play soccer. 

What person is the “us?” => Us = 1st plural [ m / f = ? ] 

First let us get the D.O. concept down, then we can talk about enclitic and non-enclitic forms.  Suffice it 

to say:  Enclitic means that it is attachable and Non-Enclitic is non-attachable.  



The Homework 
Directions: 

Find the Direct Object and underline it.  Then detail what person and gender it is.  Finally, 

rewrite the sentences using the Direct Object Pronoun. 

Example:   

1. Tu studi matematica a scuola. 

a. Francese = Direct object, 3rd singular feminine = essa 

i. Tu studi essa a scuola. 

Complete the following according to the example provided supra.1 

1. Loro insegnano italiano a Sachem Nord. 

2. Maria vede suo figlio. 

3. Tu finisci sempre i compiti in orario. 

4. Noi non leggiamo racconti di Boccaccio. 

5. Voi fate le spese nei negozi di gran lusso. 

6. Noi spendiamo i nostri soldi con gioia. 

7. Giorgio ritorna a casa tardi. 

8. La professoressa spiega le lezioni in aula. 

 

 

RESOURCES 

Grammar Review Links: 

1. Futuro2 

2. Imperfect3 

3. Passato Prossimo4  

                                                                            
1 Above 
2 http://italian.about.com/library/fare/blfare182a.htm 
3 http://italian.about.com/library/nosearch/nblfare195a.htm 
4 http://iltavoloitaliano.com/learning_to_conjugate_Italian_verbs_in_the_passato_prossimo/ 
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